provided a platform, for experts and scholars from all over the world to exchange techniques, ideas, and views on intelligent agricultural innovation. Nine International Conferences on Computer and Computing Technologies in Agriculture have been held since 2007.
products; detection and tracing technology; and agricultural electronic commerce technology.
We selected the 122 best papers among the 237 papers submitted to CCTA 2015 for these proceedings. All papers underwent two reviews by two Program Committee members, who are from the Special Interest Group on Advanced Information Processing in Agriculture (AIPA), IFIP. In these proceedings, creative thoughts and inspirations can be discovered, discussed, and disseminated. It is always exciting to have experts, professionals, and scholars with creative contributions getting together to share inspiring ideas and accomplish great developments in the field.
I would like to express my sincere thanks to all authors who submitted research papers to the conference. Finally, I would also like to express my gratitude to all speakers, session chairs, and attendees, both national and international, for their active participation and support of this conference.
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